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JupyterLab for Earth Observation applications 
with HTCondor scaling and Voilà dashboarding

Earth Observation big data analytics and visualisation
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JRC Big Data Platform

Big geospatial data for policy

Components and services

Scaling to 

HTCondor
Examples of parallel jobs 

submission to the processing 

cluster directly from JupyterLab

notebooks

Takeaway
Linking interactive prototyping environment 

with a processing playground

Voilà is rapidly gaining traction for 

dashboarding

CS3MESH4EOSC
JRC participation to the

H2020 project: 

Earth Observation use case

Voilà dashboards
Explore geospatial datasets

Create fully-fledged applications

Monitor environmental emergences

and Covid-19 spread
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Machine Learning

• Specialized 

hardware 

• Artificial Intelligence 

and Deep Learning 

modelling

Hardware

• Petabyte scale data hub

• Co-located with 

computing cluster

Interactivity

• Novel interactive 

data analysis 

• Exploratory 

visualisation tools Dissemination

• Web-based data dissemination

• Visualisation services

• Secure file transfer (ftps)

Web-based services

• JupyterLab

• Remote data science 

desktop 

• Distributed computing

• Development 

environments

Security

• Encrypted protocol

• Multi-factor authentication

JRC 
Big Data
Platform

JRC Big Data Platform components
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Main software stack
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Facts and Figures
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JRC Big Data Platform main services

Fast prototying with scientific and GIS software

Send batch jobs to the cluster

Remote desktop layer

JEO-lab

Orchestration and scheduling of batch jobs 

Large scale batch processing layer

Exploratory research and interactive analysis 

Dashboards design and deploy

Interactive and presentation layer

Storage nodes Processing nodes ML hardware

Storage, processing, Machine 

Learning and distributed file system

Hardware layer

JEO-desk

JEO-batch
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Earth Observation use case in task 4.1 Data Science Environments

Scaling of processing chains to the HPC cluster

Voilà dashboarding

Integration of CERN Swan and Kubernetes

Assessing possible future federation using ScienceMesh IOP 

Participation to the CS3MESH4EOSC project

https://cs3mesh4eosc.eu/
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Python bindings to submit jobs to HPC cluster directly from 

JupyterLab

Analysis workflow linking multiple data sources to generate new 

insights

Custom python function transforming input n-D NumPy array into 

desired output 

On-the-fly definition of resources (CPU and RAM)

GUI for monitoring job execution based on ipywidgets

Scaling to HTCondor
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Example: calculate % of deforestation in areas of Amazon
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Example: calculate % of deforestation in areas of Amazon
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Example: effects of Covid19 lockdown measures on air quality
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Voilà is a Jupyter notebook extension to automatically create 

standalone applications and dashboards.

Notebooks are rendered by showing only the output of the cells, while 

the code is hidden.

Suitable for non-technical experts for communicating insights and 

foresight to a wider audience.

Single environment for full data analytics workflows from research and 

innovation to outreach engaging policy makers and citizens.

Voilà dashboarding
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ipyleaflet

ipywidgets

qgrid

bqplot, plotly, matplotlib

ipycanvas

ipytree

ipyevents

Widgets and libraries used to create Voilà dashboards
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Voilà dashboard: CollectionsExplorer, disaster monitoring

Browse geospatial datasets, make comparison using the “split window”, assess damages of natural events
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Voilà dashboard: monitor air quality with Sentinel5-P

Godzilla dust cloud from Sahara covers the Caribean in once-in-50-years event

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emXvvgI-dB0
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Voilà dashboard: custom SVG drawing for Gender Equality
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Voilà dashboard: custom SVG drawing for Covid19 monitoring
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Voilà dashboard: plotly charts for citizen science
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JRC is providing CS3MESH4EOSC project with a solid use case in EO where 

the federation of services can be tested on real scientific applications

Linking interactive and batch processing (JupyterLabHTCondor) will 

provide a prototyping environment coupled with a processing playground

Voilà is rapidly gaining traction for dashboarding thanks to:

Flexibility with fast growing charting and visualisation libraries 

Option for custom visualisations/interaction in SVG/ipyevents if needed

Scaling with full dockerisation

Suitable for big data analytics and lazy computations 

Takeaway
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JRC: ec.europa.eu/jrc Big Data Platform: jeodpp.jrc.ec.europa.eu

JRC: @EU_ScienceHub Personal: @demarchidavide

EU Science Hub – Joint Research Centre

EU Science, Research and Innovation

Eu Science Hub

Keep in touch

https://jeodpp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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Thank you
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